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Abstract 
The use of renewable energy sources is increasing due to national and international regulations. Such energy sources are less pre-

dictable than most of the classical energy production systems, like coal and nuclear power plants. This causes a challenge for balanc-
ing the electricity system. A possibility to meet this challenge is to use the flexibility in electricity demand for balancing with 
unpredictable electricity supply. In this paper, we introduce a model for flexibility in electricity demand and supply and give some 
examples of flexibility models for existing devices. In addition, we describe the business advantages for using flexibility and some pric-
ing mechanisms that provide financial incentives for using flexibility by the consumer and the balance responsible party in the grid. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
SE of renewable energy sources is enforced by national and international regulations, c.f. [1] and [2]. Drivers for such 
policies include mitigation of climate change due to emission of greenhouse gasses and reducing dependency on fossil fuel 

reserves. Due to the intermittent character of renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic or wind power, integration of such 
sources creates a challenge in maintaining balance between demand and supply. Indications of such challenges in countries with 
e.g. a high penetration of wind power are already showing in prices on power exchanges reaching zero or negative energy 
prices, see e.g. [3]. In general, without mitigation measures, an increase in the use of intermittent renewable energy sources 
leads to a diminished ability to guarantee security of supply.  

Within the research project MIRABEL [4], executed within the European Union’s 7th framework program, an ICT system is 
designed that will enable the integration of a higher rate of distributed and renewable energy sources into the electricity grid. 
The main goal of this system is to use flexibilities in electricity demand and supply. Consumers and producers own devices in 
which flexibility in electricity demand and supply is possible, such as washing machines, dishwashers, photovoltaic cells, micro 
combined heat power units, electric heat pumps, and electric vehicles. These flexibilities include temporal shifts of activities 
(e.g. delay operation), temporary reductions of load comparable to existing demand response scheme’s and adjustments in load 
profiles of charging of electric vehicles. 

The MIRABEL system allows for scheduling of flexibilities in load and distributed generation. Thereby, the developed sys-
tem enables electricity suppliers, or balance responsible parties in terms of the ENTSO-E Harmonized Electricity Role Model 
[5], to balance energy demand and supply in near real-time and thus, allows the integration of more renewable energy sources 
whose availability cannot be influenced. The use of flexibility is scheduled and is negotiated with the party offering the flexibil-
ity. The project uses a hierarchical approach for aggregation in order to cope with vast amounts of participants in the system. 

In this paper we present the flexibility approach and focus on the generic MIRABEL information model for expressing flexi-
bility in load or distributed generation. In addition, we describe how the model can be used for semantic interoperability be-
tween providers and acquirers of flexibility, i.e. for the information exchange between consumers and balance responsible 
parties. 

In section II we provide an overview of the MIRABEL approach and present some business advantages and global financial 
incentives. In section III, we compare it with the related work as demand response is in itself not a new field. In section IV, we 
give an overview of the types of actors in the grid and their interactions involved in the approach. In section V, the model of 
energy flexibility is described and section VI contains some examples of its use. In section VII, we describe possibilities for 
integration of our flexible energy model with data models for building energy management systems. Possible incentive schemes 
for use of the approach is described in section VIII and conclusions and future work are stated in section IX. 

II.  MIRABEL APPROACH 
The MIRABEL system deals with generating offerings of flexibility in load and distributed generation. It provides the means 

to issue so-called flex-offers indicating these power profile flexibilities, e.g. shifting in time or changing the energy amount. In 
the flex-offer approach, consumers and producers directly specify their demand and supply power profile flexibility in a fine-
grained manner (household and SME level). The MIRABEL system is able to dynamically schedule flex-offers in near real-
time, e.g. in case when the energy production from renewable energy sources, such as wind turbines, deviates from the fore-
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casted production of the energy system. 

A.  The Flex-offer in the Energy System 
The central concept of our approach is the flex-offer specification. Essentially, a flex-offer is a request for demand or supply 

of energy with specified flexibilities as shown in Fig. 1. The bars represent an electricity profile which is split into six time 
intervals. The flexibility in time is represented by the minimal and the maximal start time. The white, light grey and dark grey 
sections of the bars visualize the flexibility of the amount. The given flexibilities enable the scheduling of requests on higher 
hierarchy levels. 
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Fig. 1.  Example of a flex-offer specification 

On the prosumer level, a flex-offer is bound to a device consuming or producing electricity, e.g. a dishwasher, dryer, 
washing machine, swimming pool pump, electrical heating, heat pump device, charging of an electric vehicle, and combined 
generation of heat and power. The profile of the flex-offer corresponds to the profile of the device (and its flexibility). 

Local energy management for consumers and producers is realized at the lowest level of the hierarchy, and it uses functional-
ity either provided by a smart meter or a separate energy management system. From the perspective of metering and data man-
agement, we distinguish between demand and supply. The system stores historic data and uses it to forecast demand and supply 
for the near future in prosumer profiles (i.e., day ahead and intra-day). Prosumers can issue flex-offers usually one day ahead or 
intra-day, i.e. real-time. 

The Balance Responsible Party (BRP) further aggregates the flex-offers, schedules them depending on several factors like 
the current market situation, the availability of renewable energy and the energy prices, and negotiates the price, the use and 
timing of flex-offers with the prosumers. By using schedulable flex-offers, a BRP is able to use more renewable energy, because 
rescheduling can be performed in near real-time in reaction to the availability of renewable energy. 

Our approach allows a BRP to re-schedule requests in a way that (1) the plan is met within the day, i.e., that no imbalances 
are caused, and (2) options for the shift of demand or supply can be sold to the TSO or traded on a wholesale market. A TSO 
could use options to shift demand or supply provided by a BRP to stabilize the electricity grid with a time horizon of some min-
utes. The benefits for a prosumer could be better prices for electricity (lower price for demand and higher price for supply) and 
an environmentally conscious behavior. 

B.  Business advantages and global incentives 
The conceptual and infrastructural approach that is developed within the MIRABEL project offers advantages throughout the 

energy domain. In general, the flex-offer concept increases the ability to balance consumption and production in the electricity 
system. 

Currently, the power output of most renewable energy sources (RES, e.g. windmills, photovoltaics) is intermittent since it 
depends on external factors, e.g. wind speed, the amount of sunlight, etc. Hence, available power from RES can be predicted, 
but not planned. This makes it difficult for energy distributors to include RES into their daily schedules exactly. As an unfortu-
nate consequence, power from RES sometimes has to be traded against very low prices due to a lack of demand. 

The flex-offer mechanism provides the ability to adjust the power profile of load and/or distributed generation in order to 
maintain balance within the system. Forecasting of e.g. weather conditions can be used to predict the production of renewable 
energy more accurately. As a consequence, the uncertainty in renewable energy production can also be used in matching with 
energy demand. 

In the end, the net effect of matching demand and supply by scheduling with flexibilities is that the necessity for usage of re-
serve power due to imbalances, and thus the level of financial consequences, is decreased. This should be a first financial incen-
tive for the electricity suppliers to include flexibilities into the matching of demand and supply. This financial advantage for the 
electricity suppliers can be partially passed on to the energy consumers to give them the incentive to make use of their flexibility 
against a lower energy price. On the other hand of the energy chain, the producers of energy have an incentive to produce more 
RES-based energy, because it can be used more effectively and waste of RES-energy can be avoided more often. Finally, the 
“business case” or incentive for government to support MIRABEL’s flexibility mechanism is that, as a consequence of the in-
centives of energy producers, the amount of RES-based energy will increase and (inter)national treaties on energy and promises 
to decrease the level of greenhouse gasses can be met. 
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III.  RELATED WORK AND COMPARISON 
The flex-offer approach is one of many approaches towards demand response management. There are several ways of im-

plementing demand side management. Four different approaches are presented below: 
The first approach is direct control by a third party. In this case one or more devices - such as CHP systems or air-

conditioning - in a household can be controlled directly by a third party. The customer usually receives a discount for handing 
over some of the control. An example of this approach is the SmartRate project by PG&E in California. In this project air-
conditioners are controlled by energy company PG&E. When deemed necessary air-conditioners are instructed to run in a lim-
ited mode that restricts their energy consumption considerably for a period of 15 minutes. This enables PG&E to actively man-
age the load on the network when faced with capacity problems. In exchange for providing this ability consumers pay less for 
their energy. 

The advantage of this approach is the ability for the energy supplier to exercise a fine grained control over energy demand 
due to the large amount of devices that it can influence directly. The disadvantage is apparent. Gain of control for the energy 
supplier is loss of control for the consumer. The consumer no longer has complete freedom to make his own decisions about 
energy consumption and production in the household. Of course the consumer voluntarily gave up some of his autonomy for a 
financial reward.  

A second (very popular) approach towards demand side management is to use some form of dynamic pricing as an incentive 
for certain demand-response behavior. Pricing information is sent to consumers to influence their behavior in an indirect man-
ner. Consumption is being stimulated with low energy prices and discouraged when prices are high. An example of such an 
approach is the Bidirectional Energy Management Interface (BEMI) [6] where a price profile (consisting of 15 minutes time 
slots) is sent to the consumer. The price profile is either determined by an energy supplier or generated by a market place. Al-
though the price profile can be interpreted manually by consumers it is much more convenient to use an Energy Management 
System (EMS) to do this. The advantage of this approach is its simplicity; all it requires is sending a price profile to a consumer, 
there is no need for two-way communication. The disadvantage is that the consumers are quite passive; they can only react to a 
price profile but they cannot offer their own production to others. Another disadvantage is that the use of price profiles by en-
ergy suppliers makes it difficult to transparently compare the offers of several suppliers. 

A third option is to copy the approach taken by energy exchanges. Traditionally energy exchanges trade large volumes of en-
ergy and are not accessible to smaller consumers or producers. By enabling trading of energy for smaller volumes as well an 
exchange can be an effective means to adapt demand to intermittent supply. An example of this approach is the PowerMatcher 
[7]. The PowerMatcher couples intelligent agents with devices such as washing machines, heat pumps, CHP systems, etc. The 
agents are responsible for buying energy for consuming devices and selling it in case of production. Agents representing a con-
suming device are willing to pay more for energy when a device really needs to run, e.g. a heat pump that has to operate be-
cause of the temperature hitting its lower threshold. The willingness to pay for energy is expressed in a bid curve. The opposite 
holds for producing devices. 

The big advantage of an exchange is its simplicity. It is relatively easy to process all the biddings and to extract an equilib-
rium price that should balance supply and demand. The exchange approach works best when the “needs” of devices are evenly 
spread; some devices just consumed energy and can do without for a while, some are willing to consume energy when the price 
is right and some devices find themselves in a must-run situation and are willing to pay any price. However there are cases 
where such a spread of device states is not very likely. Consider the charging of electric vehicles that return home in the evening 
and need to be recharged at 7 am in the morning. Their agents will all behave in similar ways. They will first wait and see how 
prices on the exchange develop, then at some point they will reach a must-run state because of the lengthy load process. This 
may very well give rise to capacity problems because all the loading is concentrated at the second half of the night, while the 
first half was spent waiting. These situations are disadvantageous for the exchange approach. 

The flex-offer approach differs from the other three approaches in that participants explicitly specify how much flexibility 
(both consumption and production wise) they are willing to offer to other parties in the market. These other parties may operate 
intermittent energy sources and could exploit flexible demand to direct energy consumption to those moments in time their 
sources produce energy in order to maintain a better balance. In this case one is willing to pay for the ability to shift energy (in 
addition to volume based prices). The advantage of this approach is that it combines the possibility for fine grained control (as 
with the third party control approach) by the party that buys flexibility with the full autonomy (that is also maintained by the 
price profile and exchange approaches) for the party that sells it. Revisiting the electric vehicle charging example; owners of 
these vehicles offer the consumption of the energy needed for a recharge to be flexibly shifted over the entire night. A network 
operator can take advantage of these flex-offers by assigning part of the charges to the first half of the night and the other part to 
the second half thereby actively preventing capacity bottlenecks. A disadvantage of the flex-offer solution is that it can be quite 
complex to satisfy all the flexibility constraints that can be expressed in a flex-offer when large numbers of these offers need to 
be processed.  

The common denominator among all approaches is that they try to exploit flexibility that is present in consumption and/or 
generation devices. This flexibility is used to counter the intermittent character of renewable energy sources. 
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IV.  ROLES CONTEXT 
The flex-offer approach is aimed to be applied within a multi-actor context. In principle any actor which has the ability to 

control load or (distributed) generation resources is capable of offering the flexibility in these resources to other actors. These 
actors acquiring the offered flexibility may provide compensation for such offerings. 

A.  Providers and acquirers of flexibility 
Fig. 2 provides a schematic view on the roles of acquirers and providers of flexibility in load and/or generation. In general 

any number of providers of flexibility can interact with any number of acquirers of flexibility. However, both the technical as 
well as the commercial setting may limit the number of providers and/or acquirers. Within the MIRABEL context a probable 
application context is the balance group environment, c.f. [8]. In this context, an arbitrary number of parties connected to the 
grid (many providers) offer flexibilities to their balance responsible party (the single acquirer). 

 
Fig. 2.  Schematic view of provider and acquirer roles 

Providers of flexibility control one or more energy resources, either directly or indirectly, which allows control of its power 
profile. These providers decide what flexibility is offered; based on e.g. technical, financial and/or comfort grounds. Thus the 
flexibility-provider remains autonomous in its decision making. 

Acquirers of flexibility have a use for the ability to control the power profiles of these resources as offered by the flexibility-
providers. This includes e.g. the ability for a balance responsible party to achieve the schedules submitted to a system operator 
as in the ENTSO-E scheduling system [9] with a substantial amount of intermittent energy sources in their portfolio. 

Offerings of flexibility need to be accepted (or rejected) by the acquiring party. When flexibility offered is accepted a profile 
assignment must be provided by the acquiring party to indicate the desired behavior. This profile assignment must comply with 
the limits of the flexibility offered; e.g. no higher power output then offered, no temporal shift beyond the temporal bounds of-
fered, etc. 

B.  Role interactions 
Fig. 3 schematically shows an example series of interactions between two providers and an acquirer of flexibility. In this 

sample the flexibility offered by the 1st provider is accepted while the offered flexibility by the 2nd provider is rejected. An as-
signment is provided by the acquirer to the 1st provider for the power profile within the limits initially offered by the 1st pro-
vider. 

 
Fig. 3.  Example interactions between two providers and one acquirer 

The generic state diagram for flexibility in energy resources used is depicted in Fig. 4. Once flexibility is identified, e.g. an 
electric vehicle is connected to a charging facility and constraints (preferences) for the charging process are provided by the 
user which allows modifications of the charging process, flexibility may be offered. The offering can either be accepted or re-
jected. Once accepted, an assignment is provided for the resource (or combined resources) with flexibility; updates of this as-
signment may be provided. 
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offered accepted

rejected assigned

accept

assignreject

assign   
Fig. 4.  State diagram for flexibility in energy resources 

V.  FLEXENERGY MODEL 
Flexibility in consumption and/or generation of electricity is specified in terms of constraints within the MIRABEL approach. 
These constraints concern temporal, energy related and financial constraints; see table I. This flexibility is offered according to 
the interactions described in the previous section. 
 

TABLE I 
CONSTRAINTS IN CONSUMPTION AND GENERATION 

Constraint category Constraints 
Temporal constraints Start and duration of consumption 

and / or generation. 
Energy related con-
straints 

The amount of energy of consump-
tion and / or generation or the (aver-
age) power consumption and / or 
generation.  

Financial constraints The monetary amount to earn by 
selling or pay for buying energy. 

 

A.  Profile Assignments 
The profile assignment determined by a flexibility-acquirer must comply with all constraints in the specification of the flexi-

bility offered by the flexibility-provider. For this profile assignment a discrete model is used; a visual example is provided in 
Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5.  Example profile assignments in increasing amount of detail; d) also includes generation 

The profile assignment consists of a set of assignment intervals The assignment intervals each consist of a start time, end 
time, duration, average active power demand1 for the interval, energy amount and tariff. The start and end times are expressed 
as a point in time, e.g. 12h30 on April 5th 2011. 

Duration, start time, end time, power and energy amount are related to each other as depicted in Figure 6. 

                                                           
1 A negative demand indicates supply. 
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Figure 6.  Visualization of an energy schedule interval 

When implementing this model in an actual information system, optimizations may be performed for e.g. efficiency in in-
formation exchange.  

The tariff is a monetary amount per unit of energy to pay for consumption to the flexibility acquirer. A negative amount indi-
cates a supply of energy and it is the monetary amount received from the flexibility acquirer. 

B.  Constraint Profile 
Flexibility can be expressed as an energy constraint profile which is a set of constraint intervals in the final profile assign-

ment. This energy constraint profile contains temporal, energy related as well as financial constraints. The power and energy 
values in each assignment interval may in some cases assume only a value from a strict set of values and in other cases a value 
between a lower and upper bound and potentially combinations of these. The power and energy constraints are expressed as sets 
of lower and upper bounds. The power constraint set contains tuples of lower and upper bounds in average power demand. 
Similarly the energy constraint set contains tuples of lower and upper bounds in energy amount. 

In Fig. 7 an example is provided of a power constraint set with two 2-tuples. Note that in the first tuple the lower and upper 
bound are equal pc1

− = pc1
+. 

power

pc1 pc2

pc2
+pc2

-+-pc1 = pc1  
Fig. 7.  Example power constraint set visualization 

 
 

VI.  EXAMPLES OF FLEXENERGY USE 
This section describes some concrete examples of FlexOffers for various devices. It shows how flexibility can be expressed 

for electrical vehicle charging, heat pumps and combined heat power systems. 

A.  Electric Vehicle Charging 
Electric vehicles will typically be used during the day to commute and charged during the night. The charging process is 

lengthy and consumes a large amount of energy. It would be beneficial for the system operator to have the flexibility to sched-
ule some of the charging load in order to prevent capacity problems on the grid when all vehicles load simultaneously. 

An electric vehicle owner can offer this flexibility by expressing the minimal constraints that have to be met. The vehicle is 
for instance available for charging from 6pm in the evening till 7.30am in the morning. An additional constraint is that the vehi-
cle should be charged to 30% of its capacity before 11pm. The reason for this constraint is that it gives the owner the possibility 
to use his car for emergency situations; a 30% charge would be sufficient to get for instance to the local hospital. The rest of the 
charging can be allocated at any time during the night as long as the vehicle is fully charged by 7.30am. Figure 8 shows a 
graphical representation of this FlexOffer. 
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Fig. 8.  Example interactions between two providers and one acquirer 

The figure shows the minimal required energy level for each point in time. Each assignment profile that is above or equal to 
the minimum level is valid. 

B.  Heat Pump 
Heat pumps draw a lot of power from the grid, up to several kilowatts. The power consumption is usually controlled by a 

thermostat. By intervening between the thermostat and the heat pump it is possible to shift the heat pump’s demand. Postponing 
the operation of a heat pump for a small amount of time (0-15 minutes) can already create a considerable amount of flexibility 
given the large energy consumption.  
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Fig. 9.  Example interactions between two providers and one acquirer 

Figure 9 shows an example of a flex-offer that makes this flexibility explicit. Please note that the y-axis of this figure repre-
sents power and not energy as in the previous electric vehicle charging figure. This figure shows the two extremes; an energy 
block that starts at 8.00 and ends at 9.00 and another block that runs from 8.15 till 9.15. All other options that start between 8.00 
and 8.15 are also valid. The example is a simplification of a real situation in that all blocks have the same duration. In reality a 
later start time means that the heat pump has to operate for a slightly longer period of time because the start temperature will 
have dropped a bit further. 

C.  Combined Heat Power System 
A Combined Heat Power (CHP) system consumes gas and produces heat and electricity. Like the heat pump the CHP is also 

temperature driven. The operation of a CHP can be postponed or advanced in the same manner as the heat pump. In addition to 
the shifting operation in time it is also possible for certain CHP’s to operate at partial (70%) or full power (100%). This can be 
exploited by offering two flexibility options; one to run at 100% (producing 1kW) and one that produces 700W of power but 
that runs for a longer period of time (otherwise the target temperature will not be reached). This is depicted in figure 10. 
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Fig. 10.  Example interactions between two providers and one acquirer 

The CHP produces electricity hence the negative energy consumption. The CHP can also be shifted in time but this figure 
focuses only on the different power output levels. The surface of the two blocks are more or less equal depicting the fact that the 
same amount of energy is required to raise the temperature to the required level. 

VII.  FLEX-OFFERS AND BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
 
From a consumer point of view, the concept of flexibility is only one of many aspects to be considered when managing en-
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ergy in a household or larger building. A building usually contains many devices that require or produce electricity a Building 
Energy Management System (BEMS) is able to take care of monitoring and control of the entire use of energy in the building. 
A BEMS takes input from various sensors in the building and controls devices in order to achieve an optimum between various 
objectives, such as: 

• usage of resources to minimize the import of electricity from the smart grid, 
• maximize the use of the buildings own energy generation, 
• maintaining the comfort level within the desired limits, 
• reducing the cost of energy consumption. 

When considering the flex-offer concept to be applied in a BEMS, i.e. using flexibility for matching demand and supply in 
the smart grid, a new objective is added. This objective is to further reduce cost of energy consumption through offering and 
negotiation of flexibility to be utilized by the smart grid such that smart grid balance is improved and penetration of intermittent 
renewable energy sources can be increased. Obviously, offering flexibility in return for a cost-reduction has to be weighted by 
the BEMS with the other objectives and constraints of building energy management. 

In order to incorporate a flexibility objective, a BEMS must know the flexibility characteristics of the various types of de-
vices that are present in a building. We can distinguish between the following four types of devices that have possibilities in 
flexible energy consumption or production [10]: 
1. Shiftable operation devices: batch-type devices whose operation is shiftable within certain temporal limits2, for example 

(domestic or industrial) washing and drying processes. Processes that need to run for a certain amount of time regardless of 
the exact moment, such as assimilation lights in greenhouses and ventilation systems in utility buildings. The total demand 
or supply is fixed over time. 

2. External resource buffering devices: devices that produce a resource, other than electricity, that are subject to some kind 
of buffering. Examples of these devices are heating or cooling processes, whose operation objective is to keep a certain 
temperature within an upper and lower limit. Instead of applying the standard thermostat-driven, the flexibility which exists 
can be used to provide flex-offers in exchange for cost-reduction. Building energy management systems must obviously en-
sure that technical and user constraints are met. Devices in this category can both be electricity consumers (electrical heat-
ing, heat pump devices) as well as producers (combined generation of heat and power). 

3. Electricity storage devices: grid-coupled electricity storage is widely regarded as a future enabling technology allowing 
the penetration of distributed generation technologies to increase at reasonable economic and environmental cost. Grid-
coupled storage devices can only be economically viable if their operation is reactive to a time-variable electricity tariff. 

4. Freely-controllable generators: devices that are controllable within certain limits (e.g., a diesel generator) but have no 
immediate secondary effect, i.e. the generation of electricity is their primary function. A BEMS can use the flexibility in 
this type of devices for flex-offers as well. 

In order to leverage this flexibility, the user has to set his preferences to be used for each of these devices in the BEMS. An 
example element of such a preference could be a minimum and maximum level of an environment variable such as temperature 
that can be used as set-points for the control of a heating device. Another example preference could indicate whether or not a 
washing machine can be interrupted at certain fixed points within the washing programme, e.g. between washing and centrifug-
ing. Obviously, it is the producer of the washing machine that has to make it possible that the washing machine can be inter-
rupted at the various steps of these programmes. 

Based on the entire set of devices in a building and the various flexibility profiles, the BEMS should then be able to generate 
flex-offers that adhere to the MIRABEL FlexEnergy model in Fig. 11. This figure presents the highest level of the model and 
gives a nice example. The entire datamodel for flex-offers can be found in [11]. 

 

                                                           
2 E.g. deadlines for process completion may exist. 
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Fig. 11.  MIRABEL FlexEnergy data model that forms the basis for flex-offer generation. 

In various national and international projects data models are being developed out to incorporate energy consumption and 
production information into existing Building Information Models (BIM). One interesting example is the data model produced 
by the FIEMSER project in which various information elements that can be used to express flexibility are defined [12]. For in-
stance, elements like HomeUsageProfiles, Scene, Comfort Setting and Load (which is shiftable) can be used to generate flex-
offers towards the smart grid. The further integration of BEMS data models, like the one in FIEMSER, and the FlexEnergy data 
model of MIRABEL is an important topic for future investigation. 

VIII.  INCENTIVES FOR USE AND PRICING MECHANISMS 
In the previous sections, the flex-offer concept has been described in detail and some examples have been given about its us-

age. The next question that comes to mind is which financial incentives can be offered to the various actors in the energy do-
main in order to start offering and scheduling flexibility in demand. 

As mentioned in section III, the main goal of incorporating flexibilities is to decrease imbalance between demand and supply 
of energy. Flexibilities in demand can be used to match as best as possible with the uncertainties (due to RES) in energy supply. 
Thereby, the demand and supply curves will resemble each other as much as possible and thus the balancing problem is mini-
mized. 

When we try to map this onto day-ahead scheduling, we can conclude that it is not exactly known which demand flexibilities 
and RES supply will be offered the next day. Nevertheless, forecasts of flexibilities based on e.g. history, weather prediction 
and time of day can be used to produce a day-ahead schedule in which flexibility is taken into account as best as possible. 

When making such a day-ahead schedule, the price of imbalance is not yet known exactly, because this price is based on the 
entire, real-time demand and supply the next day. Therefore, it is hard to take this price of imbalance into account during day-
ahead scheduling. Nevertheless, the day-ahead schedule is used by the balance responsible party to indicate to the system opera-
tor what energy demand and supply can be expected.  

Looking at intra-day level, the exact, real-time situation can however slightly differ from the situation predicted the day be-
fore. This is due to the uncertainty of RES supply and the flexibility of the consumer in using his/her equipment and thus energy 
demand. For instance, new energy demand can be raised at any time, e.g. because of an electrical vehicle to be charged or a 
washing machine that is put on. 

Therefore, at intra-day lever, flexibilities can be used by the balance responsible party to shift energy demand such that the 
actual schedule fits the promised day-ahead schedule as much as possible. Thereby, the consumers that have offered these flexi-
bilities should have a benefit, because the imbalance is kept to a minimum thanks to their flexibilities. 

By minimizing the imbalance, the balance responsible party can also minimize the amount of reserve power to be activated 
by the system operator to balance the system. Thus, this is a financial gain for the balance responsible party and usually also for 
the system operator, because both have to pay less for the activation of reserve power. 

Having identified this initial financial profit, the next question is what kind of “pricing mechanism” can be used to transfer 
(part of) this profit from the balance responsible party to the consumer so that the issuing of flexibilities is made attractive. We 
distinguish three types of pricing mechanisms: one based on real gain per flex-offer, one based on real gain per time period and 
one based on fixed gain for a bundle of flex-offers. 
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A.  Real gain per flex-offer 
The real gain per flex-offer mechanism is based on the fact that flex-offers have a pricing field that indicates the price that 

the consumer is willing to pay for the energy demand or the amount the consumer wants to get for its flexibility. The price indi-
cated in a flex-offer is the maximum price the provider wants to pay for the amount of energy in this flex-offer. We assume that 
this price is a reduced price based on the flexibility in energy level or time interval. Thus, it is lower than the usual price for the 
time-interval involved. 

Now, one possibility for this mechanism is a so-called “single offer/acceptance cycle”. Thereby, the flex-offer is either ac-
cepted for the price asked for or rejected. Thus, directly after the acceptance of the flex-offer the price and profit is known. As a 
consequence, it is up to the balance responsible party who has to accept/reject the flex-offer, to decide whether or not this maxi-
mum price is realistic or not. The exact gain is thus based on a kind of educated guess of the actual price at intra-day level and a 
requested reduction based on the amount of flexibility offered. 

Another possibility of a real gain per flex-offer mechanism can be based on the entire set of flex-offers for a certain schedul-
ing interval. In this case, once a final schedule is made for a set of flex-offers, the overall gain of this schedule based on the use 
of flexibilities has to be calculated with respect to a schedule without flexibilities. This gain has then to be distributed between 
the providers of the flex-offers. This means that a measure per flex-offer for the use of its flexibility in the scheduling process 
has to be defined. These measures can then be used as weights for the distribution of the gain. 

B.  Real gain per time period 
The real gain per time period mechanism assumes on overall decision on the gain per consumer over a certain time period, 

e.g. every month or year. Thus, this mechanism is not based on the price indications of each flex-offer. At a monthly level, the 
gain of using flexibilities is calculated and redistributed over the consumers who offered these flexibilities. Obviously, this 
mechanism has to use a default situation in which flexibilities are not used. Otherwise, the gain based on these flexibilities can 
not be calculated. This can be done by calculating at intra-day scheduling level, which flexibilities are used to shift energy de-
mand such that the imbalance is minimized as much as possible. 

C.  Fixed gain for a bundle of flex-offers 
The fixed gain for a bundle of flex-offers mechanism assumes a fixed gain for those who offer flexibilities against no gain 

for those who do not. In more detail, the mechanism can be based on a bundle of flex-offers the consumer is required to offer. 
In addition, the level of flexibility in these flex-offers can also be part of the required bundle. Based on the flexibility in the 
bundle, the consumer can get a certain reduction on the monthly price for his/her energy. Thus, the challenge is to define a fixed 
incentive per month to attract consumers to provide a minimum amount of flex-offers or a minimum amount of flexibility in 
time or energy level per flex-offer. 

 
Each of these mechanisms has advantages and disadvantages depending on the particular situation of consumers and electric-

ity providers, This for instance depends on the business goals of electricity providers towards gaining consumer market share. It 
also seems that a more simple pricing mechanism like the real gain per month or the fixed gain for a bundle of flex-offers is a 
good starting point, while a more comprehensive mechanism like the real gain per flex-offer is more suited once the flex-offer 
approach is already in place. We are currently discussing the flex-offer approach with various electricity providers to find out in 
more detail which pricing mechanism fits best to their needs. 

IX.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have presented a model for flexibility in electricity demand and supply that can be used for the information 

exchange between consumers and balance responsible parties to negotiate this flexibility. In addition, we have described high-
level business advantages and some pricing mechanisms with incentives for consumers and balance responsible parties to use 
flexibility in balancing the electricity system. This model is currently being used for deriving scheduling algorithms that make 
use of the flexibility model. These algorithms also use forecasting and aggregation techniques on flex-offers in order to decrease 
the complexity and increase the chances of matching the electricity of demand and supply. Furthermore, we are discussing the 
pricing mechanisms with various stakeholders in the electricity domain in order to make these mechanisms suit their actual 
situation as best as possible. 
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